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THE 
CULTURE-
STRATEGY 
CODE

PRESENTATION OUTCOMES:
•Learn how culture and strategy work to symbiotically 
create a multiplier effect of strategic intent and enable 
growth at scale.

•Decipher your company's Culture-Strategy code through 
your own responses and create an engaged and aligned 
leadership mindset around culture.

•Learn how organizations use culture to impact day-to-day 
decision-making.

•Learn the 3 most important aspects of culture change and 
how to embed culture as an operating system.
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Contact Us for More Information:
Please contact StrategyFX to check Scott’s availability or to request a speaking proposal:
Please note: Scott Engler is not available through speaker’s bureaus

Sustaining Strategic Growth Through 
Leadership & Culture
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW:
CULTURE NEVER ATE 
STRATEGY, IT SCALES AND 
MULTIPLIES STRATEGIC INTENT

Strategy and Culture are the Yin and the Yang of 

sustainable, scalable growth. 70% of value 

creating (or destroying decisions) are made 

outside of process and frameworks*, they're 

made according perceived strategic intent and 

implied or explicit culture. Companies who fail to 

solve the culture-strategy code experience "value 

leakage" and an inability to scale and sustain 

growth.

In this powerful presentation The Culture-
Strategy Code, Scott Engler shares how to 

decipher the Culture-Strategy code through over 

a decade of research, thousands of discussions, 

insights, stories and actionable solutions about 

growth strategy, leadership and culture. Scott 

integrates your own companies culture audit into 

a roadmap for leaders to change their thinking 

about strategy and culture.

*McKinsey

"Scott's instinct, expertise and 
vision for corporate strategy 
development and, 
importantly, execution is 
second to none.”

Chris Joseph, President, 
Tribute Holdings. Fmr CEO of 
Enablon

• Includes a culture audit of your 
senior team.

• Your keynote is customized to
integrate your findings to drive 
discussion, actions and outcomes. 

• Presentation length ranges from 
a keynote to a full-day program

ABOUT SCOTT ENGLER
• Scott spent 15 years as the Director of 

Research and Speaker for the CFO 
Strategy and CHRO practices at 
CEB/Gartner.

• He has delivered more than 500 
presentations to C-Level leaders.

• Scott has been named speaker of the 
year and consistently ranked as the top 
speaker in the CFO and CHRO 
practices.

• Scott created Senior Leadership and 
Strategy Development workshops 
delivered to 1000s of executives.

PROGRAM CUSTOMIZATION
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